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Aukey PA-B1L,USB-C, 30W mains charger (black)
Now you can charge your devices quickly and safely. The Aukey PA-B1L mains charger has been designed for devices equipped with a
USB-C  port.  Its  maximum charging  power  reaches  30W and  it  also  supports  fast  Power  Delivery  charging.  The  compact  and  portable
design makes the charger perfect for travelling. 
 
Fast charging with 30 W
Don't  waste  your  time  with  long  charging  hours!  The  mains  charger  supports  charging  with  a  maximum  power  of  up  to  30  watts,
meaning that you will renew the energy of your chosen devices at an express pace. It also supports PD (Power Delivery) fast charging
technology, so you can enjoy an even faster and more efficient charging process.
 
GaN technology
Discover  the future of  charging with Aukey!  The charger  uses innovative GaN technology,  which guarantees faster  and more efficient
charging. The use of GaN has also reduced the size of the charger by up to 40% compared to standard chargers. As a result, you can
take it with you on any journey - you can easily stow it in your bag or backpack. 
 
For the sake of safety
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The Aukey charger  is  equipped with  multi-level  safety  features  that  guarantee comprehensive protection for  connected devices.  They
effectively  protect  against  overheating,  overloading,  overcurrent  or  short  circuits.  You  don't  have  to  worry  about  overcharging  your
devices either! Once your device has reached 80% charge, the charger slows down charging to prevent damage. 
 
	Manufacturer 
	Aukey
	Model
	PA-B1L
	Colour
	Black
	Maximum power
	30 W

Price:

Before: € 16.4943

Now: € 16.00
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